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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
by Tom Scaletta, MD FAAEM

Successful groups have “can-do” attitudes, pay close attention
to the CEO’s concerns, gracefully correct misperceptions and
alleviate genuine problems.  Cool heads with concern for bilateral
fairness achieve win-win relationships.  In addition to hospital
administrators and emergency physicians, mutualism benefits
emergency nurses, the medical staff and the community at large.

In mutualistic systems, when revenue exceeds expenses, profit
is often rolled back to the emergency department in the form
of increased staffing, enhanced benefits and educational
opportunities. When expenses outstrip revenue, the involved
parties jointly determine how to best reduce operating costs
while maintaining patient safety. As it pertains to emergency
physicians, stakeholders should understand that mutualism
results in:
• Attracting and retaining the best and brightest clinicians

as well as physician leaders who balance advocacy for their
colleagues and for the hospital.

• Motivating group members to develop optimal
relationships with the medical staff, administration and
support staff and to spread the hospital’s reputation for
excellence within community.

The antithesis of mutualism is parasitism. Unfair business
relationships in emergency medicine generally involve a profiteer,
whether a mega-contract owner or a single-hospital landlord,
who often uses his/her charming personality in order to deceive
others. An unwary CEO can be sold an inferior product by means
of hollow promises, proprietary jargon, glossy brochures and
slick presentations.

Tactics to inflate profit erode quality (e.g., understaffing
physicians), increase risk (e.g., upcoding charts) and reduce
security (e.g., insolvent liability insurance). Waivers of due
process allow good physicians to be fired for expressing legitimate
quality concerns or getting too chummy with hospital
administrators. Restrictive covenants attempt to lock up deals
by preventing employees from leaving for a better local job or
from staying should the contract change hands.

Mu·tu·al·ism
Noun. Definition: An association between organisms of two different species in which each member benefits and
neither is harmed.  (Mutualistic, Adjective; Mutualist, Noun)

Evolving hospital goals and market forces initiate negotiations
of varying intensity between the emergency medicine group
and hospital administration.When discussions either overheat
or freeze up, consider the situation from the CEO’s standpoint
before reacting. Examples include the following:

• Global organizational interests are utmost and
require operational losses to be corrected and
strategic goals met.

• Group performance is measured by satisfaction
surveys, medical staff opinion, national quality
benchmarks and complaint letters.

• Nurturing high-volume primary care admitters and
procedural moneymakers prevents business drift.

Emergency physicians are wise to periodically realign their
priorities with those of administration whenever possible. Since
the emergency department intersects virtually every other
hospital entity, emergency physicians can assist in solving a
myriad of problems. We can play pivotal roles in reducing
unnecessary utilization, smoothing out on-call issues and
making the hospital a great place for nurses to work.

Occasionally a CEO may disregard vital emergency physician
needs and concerns. The most egregious instance is when there
is a unilateral decision to award the exclusive contract for
emergency services. When the existing group reacts angrily,
the CEO may stand firm to avoid repercussions from reneging
on a promised deal or, deplorably, in a demonstration of
absolute power. After exhausting other means of resolution
the emergency physicians can wield great influence by acting
in a unified manner.  Despite a strong preference for mutualism,
at a certain point it becomes necessary to pool resources, acquire
sound professional advice and collectively leave an unfair
situation.

AAEM is the go-to organization on emergency physician
professional satisfaction. As a result, we are made aware of any
injustices that occur across the country. I was inspired to write
this message by several AAEM members who are bravely taking a
united stand against their particular unfair situation. 

Mutualism describes those healthy, fair relationships between
hospital administration and emergency physicians, whether
a small or large independent group, or the hospital employs
the physicians. It is where shared concern, trust and integrity
thrive.


